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JOHN BRIDGES 666-1724

John Bridges 1666—1 724

200 years ago John Bridges' 'History and
antiquities of Northamptonshire' was
published. It has stood the test of time and
remains the only complete history of the county
ever written.

John Bridges was born in 1666 in Binfield in
Berkshire. His grandfather was Col. John
Bridges of Alcester, Warwickshire and his
father purchased the manor of Barton Seagrave
'about 1665'. He spent much time improving
the estate. His mother was Elizabeth, sister of
Sir William Trumbull, Secretary of State under
William III.

Bridges became a Bencher of Lincoln's Inn, was
appointed solicitor to the customs in 1695, a
Commissioner in 1711—12 and a Cashier of
Excise in 1715. He was what today would be
called a civil servant. He was made a Fellow of
the Society of Antiquaries in 1718.

His great interest was in antiquarian research,
mainly for the county of Northamptonshire. He
started collecting material for his projected
history in 1719 and personally made a circuit of
the county. He employed several people to
make drawings, collect information, etc. and in
doing so spent large sums of his own money. It
was his intention to make another personal
survey of the county and to go over all his
material again, but he died before he had done
this or published any of it.

He died, unmarried, at the age of 58 on March
16th 1724 in his chambers at Lincoln's Inn and
was buried at Barton Seagrave. There is a
monument to him in the church erected by
Brooke Bridges in 1753.

At his death he left 30 volumes of manuscripts
and 5 volumes of descriptionE collected for him.
These are now in the Bodleian Library at
Oxford. He commissioned a number of
drawings, some by Tillemans, others by Eayre
for inclusion in his history. These drawings are
now in the British Museum.

He left all his manuscripts relating to
Northamptonshire to his brother William
Bridges, and Dr. Samuel Jebb was engaged to
edit them for publication. Two numbers of the
work under Jebb's editorship were produced
c.1739—40, but in 1742 Gibbons, a law
bookseller and the publisher, went bankrupt
and publication cased.

In 1755 the project was revived and a new
editor was appointed who was the Reverend
Peter Whalley. He came from a well-known
clerical family in the county. The first volume of
the second edition was published in 1762 and
was followed by the first part of the second
volume in 1769. Further delay arose because of
the death of members of the committee formed
to accomplish the publication of the work,
including the chairman, Sir Thomas Cave.

Eventually, the history was published in 1791.
The Reverend Peter Whalley died the same
year, aged 69, at Ostend. The argument as to
whether Whalley made the best use of Bridges'
manuscripts remains open and no doubt
Bridges would have edited his own work
differently. However, the history remains the
basic source of information for those who wish
to research the history of Northamptonshire.

Marion Arnold
Northampton Library
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